
A day at the IKEA 

IKEA's vision is to create a better everyday life for the many people. The business idea 

supports this vision by offering a wide range of well-designed, functional home furnishing 

products at prices so low that as many people as possible will be able to afford them. IKEA is 

a large and unique enterprise with a lot of customers worldwide. The concept of IKEA is so 

different from any ordinary furnishing store. IKEA uses a different kind of storytelling by 

thinking about all the aspects of a buying process. 

Even before you walk into an IKEA store, you may have noticed that there is a route planned 

for you. IKEA has put a good effort in making the shopping experience as easy and fun as it 

good be. Your first steps into to store tell you a lot about IKEA. 

 

 

Get inspired 

Everywhere you walk in the IKEA you find inspirational things. For example, if you are a 

student and you have a small room of only 35 square meters, IKEA helps and inspires you 

with their ideas. You can do so much with such little space. 

 

 

 

 

 



IKEA services 

IKEA offers you a wide range of helpful services: 

 

If you are looking for a new kitchen IKEA also helps you with 

an easy to follow plan. At every corner there are employees 

ready to help you. 

1. Get inspired! (By IKEA’s showroom); 

2. Measure space; 

3. Start planning; 

4. Built your own kitchen; 

5. Choose our services and place your order. 

 

IKEA makes it really easy to create your own products and buy them. Besides that, IKEA 

offers different kind of services that makes it easier to shop in their stores. Here a summary 

of smart services from the IKEA. 

 Walking route/Road signs 
There is a walking route and road signs, which brings you to everything IKEA has 
to offer. So you won’t miss out on anything. On the other hand, IKEA has shortcuts 
for people who already know what they’re looking for. 
  

 Pencil/Order form/Tapeline 
Ones you entered IKEA you are able to grab a pencil, order form and tapeline to 
see and write down which products you would like to purchase. This way you won’t 
forget what you want to buy and in where you have to get them in the stockroom. 
  

 Bags/Stitch carts 
IKEA offers yellow bags in which you can carry your small products or for the big 
product you can get a stitch cart for free to easily transport your products to your 
vehicle. 

 Lockers 
There are lockers where you can leave some luggage or your bag for free. 
  

 Children playground 
Shopping in a big mall can annoy children. That is way IKEA offers a children 
playground where you can leave you child and can play all day. Ones a child would 
like to go back to his parents, their names will be called via the intercom. 
  

 Customer services 

Ones you are not satisfied with a product or want to trade it you can easily go to 

the customer service where you will be helped.  



Ethnographic research 

Ethnographic research has broad implications for many fields. Contemporary 

ethnographic research looks at what may be considered ordinary or mundane to those 

living within a community, for example shopping malls, corporations, towns, cities, 

cyberspace, garbage, libraries, parks, etc. For this assignment we did ethnographic 

research in the IKEA, studying the people in IKEA, how do they act? What do they do? 

What do they see? What do they say? These are all question that were in our minds 

while studying the people. 

 

A short summary of our research: 

 

 You see all kinds of people with different ethnic backgrounds 

 Singles, student, married people, families, all good easily stay in IKEA for a day  

 People really follow the routes  

 People touch and feel everything  

 People are using the services that IKEA offers 

 Lots of people ask for help at the IKEA service employees 

 

The services and little experiences that IKEA offers are really enjoyed en used by the 

customers. We have asked some people why they came to IKEA, the reason is because 

IKEA offers them almost everything to redesign their homes. They see IKEA as a 

daytrip, fun to go to and also very inspiring.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


